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Abstract—Design space exploration for ASIP instruction-set
design is a very complex problem, involving a large set of
architectural choices. Existing methods are usually handcrafted
and time-consuming. In this paper, we propose and investigate
a rapid method to estimate the energy consumption of candidate architectures for VLIW ASIP processors. The proposed
method avoids the time-consuming simulation of the candidate
prototypes, without any loss of accuracy in the predicted energy
consumption. We experimentally show the effect of this fast
cost evaluation method when used in an automated instructionset architecture exploration. In our experiments, we compare
three different methods for cost estimation and find that we
can accurately predict the energy consumption of proposed
architectures while avoiding simulation of the complete system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper considers our efficient cost estimation method
for application-specific instruction-set processors (ASIPs) usable for instruction-set architecture exploration. In particular,
we propose and investigate a rapid method to estimate the
energy consumption of a candidate architecture sub-set of an
oversized initial VLIW ASIP processor. The proposed method
avoids the time-consuming construction and simulation of the
candidate prototypes, without any loss of accuracy in the
predicted area and energy consumption.
Only a few approaches have been presented to automate
the ASIP design space exploration, but they all assume that an
existing architecture is used as a starting point. After selecting
the starting point, two strategies are generally considered,
growing [1]–[6], i.e. extending the initial architecture until
no further performance is gained, or shrinking [1]–[4], [7],
[8], i.e. removing the (almost) unused components from the
architecture until performance is lost. Both approaches show
substantial area, energy, and temporal performance improvements over the starting-point designs. Our proposed method
applies to exploration processes using a shrinking strategy.
Performing instruction-set architecture exploration is a time
consuming process. Accurately predicting the various ASIP
quality metrics (i.e. area, delay, and power) within a short
time is key to an effective and efficient design space exploration. Especially the cost estimation time strongly influences
the number of design points that can be considered in a
reasonable time. To ease this problem, ASIP architecture
exploration is commonly [1]–[15] restricted to architectures
composed according to a certain architecture template. This
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greatly simplifies the prediction of the cost metrics, as separate
components can be pre-characterized individually.
The area, delay, and power costs of application specific
processors are commonly estimated as aggregates of their
(critical) component costs. Previous research (e.g. [12]–[15])
has shown that this results in fast and reasonably accurate (e.g.
less than 10% error for energy [13]) cost estimations. To our
knowledge however, current estimation tools [12]–[15] require
the target applications’ simulation traces for computing the
delay and active power consumption of a design. This method
requires a time-consuming simulation generating the activity
traces of the processor’s modules. In this paper, we argue that
this simulation run is not required, and that equally accurate
estimates can be obtained using a static analysis anotated with
profiling information, our static profile-based analysis in short.
To our knowledge, only one of the previous works [11] used
profile-based analysis. However, they used their analysis only
to predict the expected execution time for different architecture
configurations. We extend this approach to perform an accurate
prediction of energy consumption.
The extremely fast prototype evaluation provided through
our static profile-based analysis allows our design space exploration algorithm to a) consider several times more design
points within the same time than simulation based exploration,
b) find better solutions in the same time or the same solutions
in several times less time than the simulation based exploration, or c) use a more complex architecture model which
provides a higher accuracy for complex modules.
In our research, we focus on VLIW ASIPs, however, the
method presented in this paper works equally well for other
types of processors and other component-based digital systems
provided that the application is statically scheduled.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an
overview of our architecture exploration method and introduces our ASIP template. Section III presents our new efficient
energy consumption estimation technique. Section IV experimentally demonstrates the new cost estimation method and
shows its benefits for instruction-set architecture exploration.
Section V concludes the paper.
II. A RCHITECTURE EXPLORATION
The proposed ASIP architecture exploration evaluates and
selects VLIW ASIP architectures according to a predefined
template. Exploring the instruction-set architecture of VLIW
ASIPs is much more complex than for simple sequential (e.g.

RISC) processors. It involves decisions on the number of
parallel issue-slots the distribution of operations among the
issue-slots.
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Figure 1 shows the general structure of the processor
template. A VLIW ASIP data-path is composed of a set issueslots (IS), each containing one or more function-units (FU).
The data-path is controlled by a sequencer which executes
instructions from the program memory. The function-units
in the issue-slots implement the operations and can require
pipelining. Each issue-slot is capable of starting a new operation per cycle. The inputs of the operations are taken from
the register file (RF) connected to the issue-slot. The output
of the issue-slot can be connected to one or more register files
through the result select network (not shown in figure 1). Each
register file can have one or more input ports to allow parallel
writes to the register file. One or more local memories (not
shown in figure 1) can be present in the processor. These local
memories are accessed through a special load/store functionunit (LSU). Only one LSU can be connected to a single local
memory.
Our ASIP architecture exploration method uses a shrinking
technique and assumes that an oversized ASIP architecture
specialized for a coarsely optimized version of the target application (the initial prototype) is provided. This initial prototype
can either be the product of a coarse, high-level, ASIP architecture exploration [16] or hand-crafted by a human designer.
During our ASIP architecture exploration, we compile the
target application using only a sub-set of the resources of the
initial prototype. Any resource that is not used in the compiled
application is expected to be removed in the final construction
of the ASIP architecture. Our architecture cost estimation
model takes this into account by ignoring any unused resources
and correcting for partially used resources. For example, it
recomputes a) the required width of the instruction memory,
b) the required sizes of register files, and c) the complexity
of the remaining result select network. Doing so, we have
succeeded in producing exactly the same cost estimates as
when we apply our cost model on the reduced architecture
(only containing the required elements). This allows us to
accurately predict the cost of proposed architecture sub-sets
without actually constructing them and saves a lot of time in
the architecture exploration.
III. E FFICIENT COST ESTIMATION
Our method for the estimation of design costs is a decisive
factor of our architecture exploration. Figure 2 illustrates the
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Cost estimation methods for ASIP processors

In the trace-based approach (cf. figure 2a), the application
is compiled for the candidate processor architecture and the
resulting mapped application is simulated. Activity counts
for the various components of the candidate architecture are
collected from a simulation trace, and the dynamic power
cost of the candidate is computed using these activity counts.
There are two downsides to this approach, 1) it requires a
complete simulation of each candidate prototype, and 2) the
complete simulation trace of the candidate prototype can be
very large. Both make the estimation time highly dependent on
the size and complexity of the target application and its testdata. In our experiments, we found that trace-based estimation
easily becomes impractical, even for smaller applications.
Especially when considering that the cost estimation needs to
be repeated for each considered design point when exploring
ASIP architectures.
Our static profile-based method (cf. figure 2b) only needs
a single simulation run of the initial prototype to extract
its application profile, consisting of the execution count of

each basic block of the application code. Based on this
information, we can compute the activity counts of each
architecture component by analyzing the activity within basic
blocks in the scheduled assembler output of the compiler, and
multiplying these activities with the execution count from the
application profile. This way, we avoid the problems associated
with a trace-based approach and can accurately predict the
application power consumption within milliseconds instead of
minutes or even hours. The application execution time can also
be predicted in a strictly analogous way within milliseconds.
However, the application profile may not be a constant factor
between different compilations of the candidate prototype and
it may need to be adjusted to reflect such transformations.
This is especially true when code transformations affect the
control-flow structure of the candidate prototype as such
transformations can influence the application’s profile. This
problem can be handled as explained in section III-A.
A hybrid (cf. figure 2c) approach is also possible. The
hybrid approach uses the fast component activity computation
from the static profile-based estimation but extracts a new
application profile of the candidate prototype from a simulation run. This method is more robust when it comes to code
transformations in the compilation process but does require a
simulation of each candidate prototype.
A. Handling code transformations
The estimation of the component activity is trivial when the
target compiler does not apply control-flow transformations
which influence the application’s profile.
In general, we can only reuse information from the application profile when the activity estimator can recognize the
transformation from the changed control-flow graph of the
application. For example, transformations like if conversion
and speculation (cf. figure 3a) can move an operation from a
basic block in the program to its parent. In some cases, such a
move causes the original basic block to become empty, which
results in the basic block being removed from the controlflow graph. Such a transformation can easily be recognized
from the changed control-flow graph and the profile can be
adjusted accordingly. However, other transformations are more
difficult to recognize. For example, loop unrolling (cf. figure
3b) duplicates a loop body and adjusts the iteration count of
the corresponding loop to compensate for the duplication. Both
the original and the unrolled loop have the same control-flow
graph shape. This makes it impossible to recognize unrolling
without a corresponding annotation from the compiler or an
in-depth analysis of the resulting assembly code.
The above described way of handling code transformations
after they have been applied is related to our current implementation of the activity prediction module outside of the compiler.
Integrating the activity prediction into the compiler will make
it possible to directly handle the code transformations that
can currently not directly be recognized from the controlflow graph by an external tool. The overhead of merging the
activity estimation with the standard compiler activities should
be relatively small in most cases, as most of the optimizing
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Code transformations and their effects on the application profile

compilers are already profile-driven and already have all the
necessary data for the activity estimation.
B. Improving accuracy
In principle, our method should produce exactly the same
prediction results as the simulation based method. However,
some operations (e.g. conditionally executed or guarded operations) may have a different cost depending on the application
state. In these cases, the static profile-based estimation needs
to be able to guess which is the correct cost. Our current
implementation takes the worst-case cost for these operations
as it has no way of recognizing the origin of the operation.
Better approximations are possible when the activity prediction
is combined with the compilation process. If the compiler
remembers the basic block from where a guarded operation
originated, it can use the profile count of that block to
determine how often the guard is true and how often it is
false. This would make it possible to accurately model the
application state.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
To demonstrate the value and benefits of our new ASIP
instruction-set architecture exploration method on a real-life
application, we selected the Pan-Tompkins QRS detection
algorithm [17] for an electro-cardiogram (ECG) monitor, performed the architecture exploration for this application, and
mapped this application onto the selected architecture. For
this application, both the power consumption and real-time
behaviour of the created architecture are critical.
In our experiments, we have compared the quality and
speed of our ASIP architecture exploration when using each
of the three different cost estimation techniques (trace-based,
static profile-based, and hybrid) explained in section III. For
this purpose, we have implemented all three cost estimation
techniques into our automated instruction-set architecture exploration framework and compare the resulting exploration
times.
These experiments were performed using the Pan-Tompkins
QRS detection algorithm and based on the experiments pre-

In this paper, we considered our efficient ASIP cost estimation method. In particular, we proposed and discussed a novel
method for the estimation of the energy consumption of VLIW
ASIP architectures, and we have experimentally demonstrated
its effect on the instruction-set architecture exploration time.
Using our method, we can explore more than twice as many
design points within the same time compared to other approaches, without any loss in accuracy.
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highly efficient way of extracting the cumulative values from
the trace-based cost estimation which may compete with our
hybrid cost-estimation method. Using our static profile-based
cost estimation technique, they could remove the simulations
from their exploration flow and possibly get a speed-up of the
exploration time by a factor of two or more.
V. C ONCLUSION
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sented in [18]. In [18] we presented six different search
strategies, each considering between 8 and 835 design points.
Figure 4 shows how the exploration time increases as dependent on the number of cosidered design points for each cost
evaluation method.
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